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Make legal immigration easier, panel says
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The panel of professors, Estabrook, and Hedin discuss labor and immigration on Monday night in East Hall.

F

arm, labor, immigration policy and tomatoes were the
topic of discussion at a panel held on Monday, Feb.
17, in East Hall, Kryzsko Commons.
Barry Estabrook, author of this year 's common book,
"Tomatoland," addressed an audience of about 40 people
on why he chose to write his novel and to voice his
opinions on the matter.
Estabrook said, "I used tomatoes because they were
a good example of how our industrialized agriculture:^
system has gone awry."
"Tomatoland" explores the idea of modern
industrial agriculture and the effect it has on society
today. "Tomatoland" also discusses the human and
environmental costs of the demanding agricultural world
and how tomatoes specifically are a part of the problem.
In his book, Estabrook chose to write his opinion on the
effects of the tomato industry such as pesticide exposure,
human trafficking and immigration issues.
To begin, he told a story about a 17-year-old woman
working illegally in America on a tomato plant farm who
became pregnant. She was forced to quit her job because
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she knew the chemicals she was being sprayed with at the
plant were harmful. She then bore a child with no arms or
legs.
Estabrook said this was just one example of why it's
important that labor and immigration issues need to be
brought to the attention of the U.S. government. He
also said that if enough people were to email a state's
congressman or woman, the issue would be discussed
among the country's leaders.
Along with Estabrook, Jack Hedin, owner of local
Featherstone Farms, was present to voice his opinions on
the matter.
"It's time to bring these people out of the shadows and
give them a legal status because they earned it," Hedin
said.
Estabrook said he agreed it is time for immigration
policies to be brought up to Congress because of the
major role these people play in America's daily life.
Hedin said it's difficult to find workers motivated
enough to work on his farm. He said the days are long,
the conditions can be strenuous and the higher demand

MELISSA VAN GRINSVEN

is making it hard to find enough people to work at
Featherstone Farms.
Hedin said the best workers he had so far are the
Spanish-speaking workers he has hired in the past. He
said they were the most dedicated, despite the 40 to 60
hours spent on the farm.
"If you had anything to eat today, thank an
undocumented worker," Estabrook said.
Hedin also said there is a lengthy process to hire these
workers because they are not local. He talked about the
visa program he goes through each year with homeland
security in order to hire these individuals.
It would be much easier if immigrants were made legal
more efficiently, so they could be hired for the job, he
said.

BY MELISSA VAN GRINSVEN
news reporter
mvangrinsvenl 2@winona.edu
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Tunnel of Oppression to raise awareness
• y acism, sexism and prejudice are issues of both the
JX^ast and present and particularly relevant to students.
Winona State University students are holding an event
called the Tunnel of Oppression to spread awareness and
spark conversations.
The Tunnel of Oppression, as an interactive exhibit, will
allow students to experience social oppression and reflect
with each other about their experiences. The event will
occur March 4-6 in East Hall, Kryzsko Commons, and is
open to all students at no cost.
The Tunnel of Oppression was organized by Knowledge,
Empowerment, Advocacy, and Pluralism (KEAP) Center
council and diversity club leaders including those from
Hmong-American Student Association, Asian American
Club, Black Cultural Organization, Full Spectrum club,
Spanish Club, Active Minds and the Jewish Student
Organization.
Jouapag Lee, the KEAP student coordinator and
MSUSA diversity specialist for Winona State, hopes that
the Tunnel of Oppression will give students an opportunity
to "talk about social oppression in a safe place and in a
way that helps them understand what oppression feels
like."
Lee believes that stopping oppression is possible if we
learn how to be inclusive in our actions and languages.
Becoming inclusive as a campus requires us to
appreciate the diversity within our student population and
surrounding community, Lee said.
She refers to diversity as a "very hot topic" at Winona
State this year.
Lee said, "For the first time, students are coming

RHK FIRST TIME,
STUDENTS ARE
COMING TOGETHER
TO ADVOCATE FOR
WINONA STATE'S VERY
FIRST DIVERSITY
RESOURCE CENTER.

together to advocate for Winona State's very first diversity
resource center."
Although gaining support for a diversity resource center
has not always been an easy process, prospects appear

6:01 a.m.
An individual fell in a Kryzsko bathroom, EMS and security were
notified. The individual was transported to the hospital.

better with the funding for the Tunnel of Oppression.
This year the KEAP council is able to organize the event
with money received from a Warrior grant and students
who are working hard to put the event together.
While the grant will make the event possible, the real
success depends on student attendance and support,
according to Lee. Higher student attendance will
provide the school more incentive to fund the Tunnel of
Oppression in the future, as well as other similar events
that promote diversity and acceptance of others.
Stephanie Lohn, a freshman at Winona State who
describes herself as an "active advocate for freedom of the
chained and oppressed," said she believes that the Tunnel
of Oppression is an important opportunity for students to
learn about oppression and "address what truly needs to be
done in order for it to stop."
For students like Lee and Lohn, oppression and
acceptance are at the forefront of their minds as they
devote their personal time to work for change. The Tunnel
of Oppression provides an opportunity for students to
focus on some of the harsh realities that surround them on
a daily basis.

BY VICTORIA MCKENZIE
news reporter

vmckenziel 2@winona.edu

l 2:06 a.m.
Security and law enforcement responded to Lourdes regarding a medical
incident. The student was eventually transported to the hospital.

I 11:00 p.m.
an individual who was going to

I 12:10 a.m.
A student in the Quad called regarding an intoxicated student who
wandered into his room. The student was assisted to his own room and the
matter was referred to the hall director

I 1:24 a.m.
Security was summoned by Residence Life to assist in a possible alcohol
violation, but the individuals in the room had left. One was eventually found
and was intoxicated. EMS was notified and the student was transported to
the hospital.

I 1:05 a.m.
Security and EMS assessed a student in Krikland Hall due to his level of
intoxication. The student was allowed to remain with friends.

1:42 a.m.

a short time later. Hie matter was referred to the
Mill

FEBRUARY 21
I 11:20 p.m.
Residence Life requested assistance with the search of a room on
campus suspecting drugs. Security assisted in the search and located
the drugs. The matter was referred to the hall director

FEBRUARY 22
I 12:32 a.m.
Security was summoned to the Quad to check on the welfare of an
intoxicated student. The student was allowed to remain with a friend
for the evening.

Security responded to Conway Hall regarding a noise complaint. The
matter was referred to the hall director

Feb. 26,2014
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MCOM banquet: Need a clue?
I

t's a case of "Who-dun-it?" at this year's Mass
Communication banquet, which will be held on
Saturday, April 26, at Westfield Golf Club at 5 p.m.
The banquet is an end-of-the-year event honoring
mass communication students who receive awards and
scholarships as well as a night for all department staff and
students to enjoy. Awards range from faculty scholarships
to club awards and a few national awards.
Advertising senior Madison Delamarter, president of the
AdFed club, has been overseeing the planning of the event
since January.
She said, "It's a fun night because you get to dress up
and interact or network with older mass comm students."
Delamarter, along with four other AdFed club members,
two department staff advisers and Public Relations Student
Society of America members are planning every
detail of
the banquet
from
posters to

decorations.
This year's theme is based on the popular board game
"Clue."
As part of the theme, mass communication professors
dressed-up as Clue characters for the banquet's posters.
Students are encouraged to guess which professors
represent which characters in the poster. The answer will
be revealed at the banquet.
"The theme is more interactive with the students
this year," Delamarter said. "We're hoping that it will
encourage more students to attend."
In past years, approximately 70-80 students have
attended. This year the goal is to get 100 students in
attendance.
As project manager, Delamarter's job is to make sure
everything and everyone is on task. She is also planning
the entire timeline until the day of the banquet, including
fundraising and
publishing posters,
tickets and
invitations.

Professor Tanya Ryan and Phelps Hall office manager
Sheila Rinn are helping the students. This will be Ryan's
sixth year and Rinn's 14th year with the banquet.
"We let the students take control, but we help them
negotiate prices and venues for the event," Ryan said. "It's
a great resume builder for students."
"I love to plan events," Delamarter said. "There are not
many opportunities to design an entire banquet."
The banquet is open for anyone to attend. Younger mass
communication students are encouraged to go. Attendees
of the banquet can also bring guests, friends and dates.
"Anyone is welcome," Ryan said. "It's not just for
seniors."
The ticket prices are estimated to be around $15.
In addition to presenting scholarships and awards, the
Runner Up Comedy Troupe and Winona State University
Jazz Band will be performing.
"It's a good time and good fun," Ryan said.

BY JORDAN GERARD

news reporter
jgerard 11@winona.edu

u
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WSU wins
in Winona
gold award in
competition
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10:30 a.m.

Kryzsko Commons
Contact: OCEDGradl @winona.edu

W

inona State University has been named a gold
winner in the Education Digital Marketing
Awards, sponsored by the Higher Education Marketing
Report. This award came in the category "New
Media Content: Prospective & Accepted Student
Conversion."
Winona State's director of marketing Brett
Ayers, along with the Winona State Marketing and
Communications staff, created and submitted a series
of electronic templates and messages addressed toward
prospective and admitted Winona State students to
guide them through the recruitment and enrollment
process.
Vendi Advertising, an advertising and marketing
agency out of La Crosse, Wis., helped with the
development process.
Ayers said the templates and messages were
designed and developed as part of the "Purple is the
New You" recruitment marketing campaign. Other
pieces of this campaign included admissions materials,
such as view books and divisional guides, broadcast
advertising, print advertising, billboards, and web and
social media placement.

ADAPT OUR
MARKETING EFFORTS
TO FIND THE BEST
APPROACHES
FOR REACHING
PROSPECTIVE
STUDENTS.

The Higher Education Marketing Report is a
popular publication read by educational marketers. It
has been the most widely read educational marketing
journal for more than 28 years.
Each year, the Higher Education Marketing Report
invites schools to enter in the Education Digital
Marketing Awards. Awards are presented to the
schools with the best educational websites, digital
content, electronic communications, mobile media and
social media.
There are 30 different categories to enter in, but
only 14 are judged based on creativity, marketing
execution, message impact, technology application
and innovation content. All educational institutions are
eligible to submit.
Ayers and Cristeen Custer, Winona State's assistant
vice president for marketing and communications,
both stressed how important it is for Winona State to
reach out to prospective students.
Custer said, "We continuously adapt our marketing
efforts to find the best approaches for reaching
prospective students. It is common for students to
apply to several universities now. These electronic
messages were created to continue the conversation
with students who have already applied."
She said these messages give students additional
information and resources to gain insight on what it
will be like to attend Winona State.
Ayers said, "We have been successful in developing
effective and high quality pieces that represent the
university authentically, while communicating with
prospective students who have the potential to be
successful at Winona State."
This isn't the first time Winona State has been
named a gold winner. Ayers said this is the university's
second gold award from this organization. It has been
fortunate enough to win several awards for marketing
materials over the past few years.
The Marketing and Communications staff is already
brainstorming what to submit next year.

BY JESSICA BENDZICK

Relay for Life Kick Off
Kryzsko Commons

THAD Presents

TRY-Athalon

Time: 7:30 p.m

Time: 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

news reporter

jbendzickl 0@winona.edu
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Breakdown: The Fractal Pattern'
A

fractal is more than an advanced
mathematical term. Fractals are
chaotic equations that create never-ending,
complex, similar patterns.
Winona State University senior Conian
Carter's play, "The Fractal Pattern,"
explores the complex relationships people
have with each other.
"I think when the first audience is
here, it's going to hit me," Carter said.
"Right now I just want to make sure it's
good. It's a very exciting feeling and very
nerve-wracking feeling to have your script
performed."
Carter laughed.
"I'll be in the audience, and I'll be
sweating a lot, but I'm excited," he said.
On opening night, Carter hopes the
audience will leave with "a couple of
moments that live with them for a while."
In the play, young adults Andrew and
Lena's lives become chaotic after a first
date goes awry. Andrew struggles raising
his younger sister Keely, a rebellious
teenager. Lena struggles accepting that her
future, which is changed after she learns
she is infertile.
Sean Krage, who plays Andrew, loves
the script for its portrayal of relationships.
"When I was reading it for the first time,
there was such a visible tension," Krage
said.
Krage prepared for the role by placing
himself in the shoes of Andrew, an artist
who raises his young sister.
"I had to think about the stress, the
idea that family, love life and work all at
once.. .affects you while you try to keep an
image," Krage said.
Emma VanVactor-Lee, who plays
Andrew's sister Keely, finds the characters
and their stories are the most compelling.
"I loved Keely," she said. "I remember
being a 17-year-old girl and the conflict
of wanting to be grown up and being
vulnerable."
In rehearsal the five-person cast and the
crew are working together to perfect the
performance. This involves intense scenes
that handle big questions on life, loss, grief
and anger.

Feb. 26,2014
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Winona State senior Conian Carter watches his original play being rehearsed

Shelley Gorak, who plays Lena's cousin
Diane, delved into what makes these
characters real people.
"There's a lot of people losing things,
and the stress of events that are taking
things away from these people. They have
to deal with that," Gorak said.
Learning to deal with loss is a major
theme in the play. The relationships
between siblings, Andrew and Keely, or
lovers, Andrew and Lena, create their
own never-ending fractal patterns. The

relationships are complex, with the
characters trying to make sense of the
chaos in their lives.
"This play really shows how important
family is to everyone in whatever way it
shows up," VanVactor-Lee said.
Megan Smith, who plays Lena, agreed.
"The idea of family," she said, "there
isn't really a definition. You kind of create
your own."
Carter is excited for his own family to
see the production.

"It's a play about family, so it'll be
interesting to see what they think," he said.
Carter has been grateful for the support
he has received from numerous people who
have helped in developing the script and its
production.

BY ABBY DERKSON
feature writer

aderksonl 0@winona.edu
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Assessing Assessment Day
A

ssessment Day kept all the classrooms
on campus quiet and many students
asleep in their beds last Wednesday, Feb.
20.

But there were a few students who got
out of bed and went to either Somsen
Auditorium or the library to partake in
a university-wide event dedicated to
collecting data about students and the
campus.
Eri Fujieda, the director of institutional
planning and research at Winona State
University, coordinated Assessment Day
this year.
"The faculty member who started this
idea had some really great ideas in mind,"
Fujieda said. "She actually surveyed all the
students and gave tests to all the students,
and then she combined them, so if students
who don't do certain things, they don't
show academic achievement in some areas.
She was trying to show the relationship
between those."
Fujieda said that freshmen and seniors
participate in the testing, which takes
place on campus, and the goal is to see
how education changes upon coming into
college and upon leaving.
"The idea is to compare the beginning
students and the ending students, and
hopefully there is a shift in score and
attitudes," Fujieda said.
But Assessment Day doesn't just test
academic ability. Surveys are sent out to
students via email to find out their feelings
about everything on campus from the
library to the bookstore.

Fujieda said she felt there are plenty of
opportunities for the campus to utilize this
data.
The only question is how best to do so.
"We haven't really figured out how to
combine them," Fujieda said. "We need
to know what the heck you are doing. Is
there behavior in relation to your study
habits, for example? Or some behavioral
patterns such as buying textbooks or not?
Does it really affect the way your academic
performance goes?"
All of these surveys are still available
for students to take up until the end of
March, and there is still some time left to
participate and enter to win prizes.
Fujieda believes these surveys have the
power to change what is happening on
campus.
"Actually, it's being used," Fujieda said.
"For example, the library survey. The
faculty in the library really look at it very
carefully."

8»Life

Fujieda said that faculty members have
reported that students come at certain times
to the reference desk.
"They actually analyzed what students
come at what time, and then they changed
the way you get stuff," she said.
Other uses for the data have been
gauging what students want from their
technology and textbooks.
"The bookstore is interested in learning
about how students think about e-books,"
Fujieda said. "So if you put in your
voice, they would actually take that
into consideration, and then hopefully
communicate back to the faculty too,"
That data, Fujieda said, can influence
what textbooks faculty choose for their
students.
"They can actually think about what
students think work for them," she said.
Fujieda said that it's still uncertain what
changes will be made as a result of the
data.
"We don't know," Fujieda said. "The
original goal was to get the feedback
from students about what their experience
and perceptions of learning environment
was, and then trying to use that data to
understanding what we can improve for the
future."
For Fujieda, this assessment is more
than just bettering education on campus.
It is also about continuously changing the
learning atmosphere and outlook for the
better.

"Are grades actually telling you what
you gain from this campus experience?"
Fujieda said. "We are going to work on
using the data more effectively, so that we
can actually make some action plans based
on the data."
The Assessment Day surveys will be
open until March 31. All students are
encouraged to participate. For more
information on the Assessment Surveys,
visit http://www.winona.edu/ipar/
assessment.asp.

mimm

SAMANTHA STETZER

feature writer
sstetzer12@winona.edu

Students are put to the test to collect data on learning and college life.

ANNA BUTLER
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Study shows cost of college pays off
I

n a recent survey done by Pew
Research, it was found that the college
graduates are making around $17,500
more than their peers that are just working
with high school diplomas.
The survey also reported that the
unemployment rate of college graduates
is much lower than that of high school
graduates.
Even though investing in a college
education is no small expense, some
students, like freshman Kari Middendorf,
expected similar results.
"Even though there is quite a difference,
the fact that college graduates are making
more money doesn't really surprise me,"
Middendorf said.
Based on the results of the survey,
there are actually jobs waiting for college
graduates. But the question is: what jobs
are they?
An important part of a job search for
college graduates is how the jobs in
question connect with what that they
studied in college. Sixty percent of science
and engineering majors who took the
survey said their current job is very closely
related to their major.
Forty-three percent of social science,
liberal arts and education majors could say
the same thing.
At Winona State University, some
students are already applying their
knowledge to what jobs they could be
searching for. Anna Bestul, a freshman
clinical laboratory science major, is
already looking ahead to a career in her
major.
"I hope to work in a research lab in a
clinic and work with viruses," Bestul said.
Other students, like special education
major Maddie Loomis, have more
general plans for the jobs they want after
graduation.
"I hope to find a good job teaching
somewhere," Loomis said.
Some, like cell and molecular biology
major Noreen Jay, are planning on going
right back to class.
"After graduating I plan on going to vet
school," Jay said.
According to the study, the gap between
degrees has been growing. The previous
generation's college graduates were
still making more than people without
diplomas, but it was by $15,830.
That being said, it's necessary to take
into account the rising cost of college
tuition.
The average cost for college tuition for
out-of-state residents at public universities
is $22,203. The impact of student loans

Feb. 26,2014
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Conor Kosidowsld sees the benefits a college education may bring him.

is also a factor in choosing whether to go
to college or not. According to CNN, the
average student loan debt for students is
$29,400.
Still, some would say the price is
worth it for the chance to do what they
love. Thirty-seven percent of the people
that were surveyed with just their high
school diplomas are satisfied with their

jobs, while fifty-three percent of college
graduates are satisfied with theirs.
The people without their degrees
described their jobs as occupations that
they have just to "get by," while college
graduates find themselves invested in fullfledged, satisfying careers.
The price is steep, but students, like
freshman Kate Bonner, are looking at the

CARA MANNINO

future as the time to cash in.
"At the moment, the cost of school may
seem like a lot, but in the long run it is
worth it," Bonner said.
ELIZABETH PULANCO
feature writer
epulancol2@winona.edu
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inona State University came to
a freezing halt last Thursday,
Feb. 20, when administrators
announced the second school closing
this year due to weather conditions.
Scott Ellinghuysen, vice president
of finance and administrative services
at Winona State, was part of the
committee that made the call.
"As always with these cancellations,
it was a team effort," Ellinghuysen
said. "You've just got to use your best
judgment in these situations."
Ellinghuysen and company
opted to cancel the entire day. The
announcement was made around
10 p.m. Wednesday based on area
forecasts for heavy snowfall and sleet
starting at 9 a.m. on Thursday.
The next day at 9 a.m., the skies
were overcast, but snow was nowhere
in sight. Noon rolled around with no
change in conditions. Many students
reacted with confusion at what was
shaping up to be a seemingly snowless
snow day.
Snow didn't start in earnest until 3
p.m.
"The weather obviously shifted.
Hindsight is always 20/20,"
Ellinghuysen said.
Ashley Scheider was one student
who didn't mind the premature
cancellation.
"I don't have any class on Friday, so
I'm getting a four-day weekend," she
said.
Not all students were thrilled with
the cancellation.
Kate Effertz, a senior graphic design
major, was excited by the initial
announcement Wednesday night. The
next day, not so much, she said.
"I had some meetings planned,"
she said. "I think they should wait to
announce snow days until 6 a.m."
Even with the premature snow
warning, Ellinghuysen said he
believes he made the right choice.
Even if students were able to get to
campus safely, the commute home
would have been through a blizzard.
"More advanced notice is always
better," he said.
Tracy Rahim, associate director
of student activities and leadership,

:\,.v

sent out the email later that afternoon
that both Kryzsko Commons and the
library were closing after 8 p.m. The
weather conditions, she said, were
just too risky to allow the facilities to
remain open any later.
"If it was just snow, and there
wasn't rain or ice, it would be a
different story," she said.
Kryzsko Commons and the library
always coordinate their early closings.
On Thursday, Rahim was remaining in
communication with library staff and
watching the weather radar.
"We wanted to make sure students
on the meal plan can eat, but then they
need to get home safely," she said.
Everything seemed effectively
handled—another winter weather
emergency dealt with. The winter
weather, however, wasn't done. The
day ended with about five inches
of accumulated snow, and belowfreezing temperatures took their
course overnight. By morning, roads,
sidewalks and cars were encrusted in a
layer of ice.
Students waited for the
announcement.
None came. Several professors took
the liberty of canceling their own
classes, but officially, school was still
on.
The commute to school was littered
with cars stuck behind walls of ice,
cars with wheels cemented to the
pavement and cars that just wouldn't
start.
Effertz was less than amused.
"My brother fell down on his way
to class," she said. "His side is all
bruised."
Temperatures are expected to stay
low for the week ahead, but are
predicted to start rising the first week
of March. Until then, students are
advised to err on the safe side when it
comes to winter weather emergencies
like Thursday and Friday last week.
"Stay home. Be safe," Rahim said.

BY HANNAH JONES
features editor
hjones09@winona.edu
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Students in term Spring choir perform Smokey Joe's Cafe.

T

he Winona State University concert
choir rocked the house Saturday
night in Somsen Hall with Smokey Joe's
Cafe—a unique theatre show featuring
rock n' roll music, singing, dancing and a
delicious array of gourmet desserts.
The event was directed by Harry
and Lauren Mechell, who have been
co-directing the Renaissance Madrigal
Banquets and Dessert Musical Theatre
shows together on campus for 15 years.
Smokey Joe's Cafe was a revue-style
musical inspired by 1950s songwriters
Leiber and Stoller, whose songs are often
regarded as the "classics" of rock 'n' roll.
The show was split into two acts,
showcasing thirty of Leiber and Stoller's
most popular songs.
The first act featured beloved songs
such as "Dance With Me," "Kansas
City," "Trouble," "Poison Ivy" and "On
Broadway." The second act featured even
more hit singles, including "Yakety Yak,"
"Charlie Brown," "Hound Dog," "Love
Potion Number Nine," "Jailhouse Rock"
and "Stand by Me."
The Winona State concert choir cast
showcased their talent and had a little fun
as they performed these hit songs in solo
numbers, pairings and large groups.

12.Life

The show also featured a fabulous set
and lighting design and a professional
pit orchestra. Jenn Baechle organized
the staging and choreography and Randy
Shadle, executive chef of Chartwells
Dining, executed the dessert menu.
This year's menu featured mini caramel
apples, assorted petit fours, baby button
cookies, mini cream puffs and chocolate
caramel shortbread bars with sea salt.
Audience members were able to sample
all five of the desserts during the show's
intermission along with a glass of
sparkling punch or hot coffee.
Students were able to attend the show
for $12, while community members paid
$25, the dessert included.
In past years, many students have
complained about the price of the event,
claiming it is too expensive.
However, according to co-director
Lauren Mechell, for a "unique" university
production and five different gourmet
desserts and delicious beverages, the show
is well worth the price.
"WSU students [actually] get a huge
break on the ticket price," Mechell
said. "[Our] objective eveiy year is to
break even and make sure the budget is
balanced."

According to Mechell, producing an
event like this costs a lot more than many
students realize.
The money is used to cover a multitude
of things: copyrights to present the
show, hired instrumentalists and audio
technicians, costume rentals, prop
purchases, makeup and set materials,
and publicity costs including program
printing—not to mention the catering
services and desserts.
Olivia Wulf, a senior member of the
cast, said she wished the price could
have been lower in order to encourage
attendance.
"The event is very expensive, and I
hope that next year we'll be able to figure
out a way to make the performance more
accessible to college students," she said.
Another student choir member, Sarah
Sperber, said the price of the event was
rightfully set.
"It is a bit pricey, but you're supporting
the WSU choir," she said. "We worked
really hard on [this] and put in a lot of
hours. You get to enjoy great desserts and
music, plus it's a lot of fun."
Despite the disagreements on the
event pricing, one thing production cast
members all seemed to agree on was the

success of this year's show. The event sold
over 200 tickets this year and had high
attendance in spite of inclement weather.
Senior choir member Vance Dahl, who
has been involved with these productions
for three years, reflected on the great
turnout of the night.
"The show was so much fun," he said.
"There was a lot of energy and hootin' and
hollerin' from the audience."
Mechell was also pleased with this
year's production, particularly the
teamwork and collaboration demonstrated
by cast and crewmembers.
"The best part of this type of event is
the building of a sense of community
within the cast members and the sharing
of this spirit of cooperation with others
on campus," Mechell said. "We enjoy
presenting these musical presentations
very much and look forward to codirecting many more on the WSU
campus."

BY LEAH PERRI
feature writer
Iperrill @winona.edu
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Battle of the artists at Some Sum Studio
I

n less than a week, Winona will undergo an epic battle
with the tools of paint, canvas and talent.
To kick off the month of March, Some Sum Studio
on Third Street in downtown Winona will be hosting an
art battle: a chance for local artists to join and partake in
some friendly competition for fundraising purposes on
Saturday, March 1.
For eight local artists, it will be a chance to compete
in a battle of the artists through a system of one-on-one
battle rounds, followed by single round eliminations.
Each battle will last for 30 minutes, giving each artist
plenty of time to work with a medium that produces a
piece they are pleased with. This is followed by short
intermissions between each round.
Local puppeteer Robert "Dr. Bob" Armstrong will be
DJing, judging and providing commentary throughout
the event, and the Boathouse will be providing food and
drinks a-la-carte.
Winona State University graduate Sydney Swanson,
in collaboration with Noah Short, one of the artists to
compete in the battle, has been working hard to promote
the upcoming battle. Step one: making sure more people
are aware of what exactly an "art battle" is.
"We've got a Facebook event up already, and that's
been working out well," Swanson said. "I will also be
getting in touch with Winona Radio and KQAL for radio
interviews. And I submit to 'The Noisy Neighbor' and

will be posting event information on their site."
The Art Battle isn't just happening for its own sake.
Proceeds from the event are going toward another local art
event.
"This event is a fundraiser for Mid West Music Fest,"
Short said. "All artwork created at the event will be
auctioned off at Some Sum Studio after the event."
The Mid West Music Fest is working on preparations
for its fourth annual music festival. Though the schedule
is set for April 24-26, Mid West Music Fest is still in the
process of lining up a schedule and booking performers.
Meanwhile, back at the Art Battle, there are seven
artists announced for a chance to compete. Confirmed
artists to participate in the battle include Jamie Harper,
Carol Slade, Lyon Smith, Brianna Klapperich, Noah
Short, Danielle Barack, Ryan Mingone.
Admission to the event is $10.

BY MOLLY O'CONNOR
feature writer
moconnorl 0@winona.edu
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WHAT CHANGES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE AROUND CAMPUS?
KYLER STEFFE
SOPHOMORE
RIDGELAND, WIS.

MAC SINSKY
FRESHMAN
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

NATHANIAL WEIPPERT
SENIOR
OAKDALE, MINN.

"Underground walkways or
skyways to avoid the cold
would be dope."

"I'd like tunnels that
connect each building, so
students wouldn't have
to go out in the cold as
much."

"Clearer campus maps. I
remember being confused
about where certain build
ings were as a freshman."

JOELSCHOMBERG
FRESHMAN
WINONA, MINN.

EDDIE PALM
SENIOR
LIBERTYVILLE, ILL.

DEVIN MERRY
JUNIOR
ELK RIVER, MINN.

"Heated bus stops would
be nice while waiting for
the shuttle between West
Campus and Main."

"Campus food could be a
bit cheaper."

"More printers in all
campus buildings,
particularly the PAC.

PHOTOS AND INTERVIEWS BY LEAH PERRI
Feb. 26,2014
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College is worth it, but it's not
just the classes that count
T

he cost of college pays off, a recent study finds. In
fact, we have an article about it in this week's issue on
page 9. College graduates earn more and get the privilege
of being choosy about their careers, much more than those
who only have a high school diploma.
That's interesting.
When you choose to attend college, you pay for tuition
and books and the loss of four years of potential earnings.
But you gain relationships and experiences that, for
many entry-level careers, would not be possible right out
of high school.
I'd like to think I could have entered the workforce as
a 17-year-old high school graduate. But to be honest, I
might have managed a part-time librarian job and a parttime Papa Murphy's job and eventually wondered why I
was bored at work.
I don't think I could have pulled a Ray Bradbury and
spent four years reading in a library before embarking on a
dazzling literary career. I'm not that smart.
College, I'm willing to bet, often makes the difference
between working any old job for money and working
toward what could be your life's work. Yes, there are
exceptions, but I for sure needed the extra push these
almost-four years have given me.
With that said, I also think the benefit of college extends
far beyond what you learn in the classroom and poring
over the books. I have learned a lot there, and been
challenged to think in new ways, but a huge portion of my
education has been extra-curricular.
Without going to college, I would not have had
the chance to work for the Winonan, starting out as a
scared (but motivated) freshman with almost no writing
experience outside of high school classes.
From my job as a writer, I quickly became an editor,
not because I was anything special, but because the whole
editing staff graduated. Then, after two years wondering
why I was an editor, I became Editor-in-Chief.

I guess that line looks good on a resume and all. But
that, honestly, would not be enough to keep me in the
Winonan office late on Monday nights squabbling over
picas with the other editors.
Nope, we don't stick around for the resume.
What really matters to me is the investment I have made
in the community at Winona State, both inside and outside
of class, and the investment the community has made in
me.
Without my entry-level job at the Winonan, I might
never have discovered that for an introvert, I really like
talking to people. I might never have applied for and
received a part-time reporting position at the Winona
Daily News.
Without meeting other people who have my interests,
it might have taken me another ten years to realize I love
being in the wilderness. Now I am willing to shell out
somewhere around $400 to carry a backpack around Zion
National Park for a week this spring break.
Or we could talk about career goals. Fresh out of high

school, I only knew I loved to read books and write
stories. I had no idea how to be a reader or a writer. I had
yet to put on the sleeves of my identity and wear them
with confidence. I had only read a few poems that made
me want to fall out of my chair.
Now I have read dozens.
All told, the experience of being an undergraduate at
almost everything in life—learning mainly how much I
don't know—has kept me surprising myself with what I
can do.
So yeah, college is worth it. If not for the worthless gen
eds, then for my fellow weirdos who discovered words
along with me.

BY MARCIA RATLIFF

editor-in-chief
mratliff09@winona.edu
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Busch breaks record, Warriors split final home stand
T

ara Roelofs paced the Winona State
University women's basketball team
with 17 points, but the Warriors faced a
red-hot Wayne State squad, dropping the
game 83-49 Friday in Winona.
Roelofs knocked down five shots from
beyond the arc, tying her career best from
earlier in the season against Augustana.
The freshman now has a trio of games this
season with at least four triples made.
Abby Busch chipped in nine points and
grabbed five rebounds for Winona State
while Kelsey Andrist posted eight points
while dishing out four assists. Connor
Nagle and Kate Hartman recorded six
points apiece for the Warriors as well.
The No. 11 Wildcats were sharpshooters
on the night, hitting 61.5 percent for the
game and 65.4 percent from deep. Wayne
State connected on 17 treys on the game,
the most for a Winona State opponent this
season.
Both squads shot the basketball well
in the first half, with Wayne State hitting
59 percent and Winona State shooting 45
percent. Busch recorded all nine of her
points in the opening half, but a run by the
Wildcats resulted in a 39-27 lead at the
half.

Wayne State increased its advantage in
the second half, building it to as much as
37 late in the contest thanks to ten triples in
the last 20 minutes.
"Wayne State is a strong defensive team
and has good balance offensively," coach
Scott Ballard said. "We kept the game
under control most of the first half but
then had some unforced turnovers in the
beginning of the second half, which led to
some easy scoring opportunities that we
could not overcome with a poor shooting
night."
Winona State senior Busch made her
final game in McCown Gymnasium
Saturday one to remember, posting the
greatest offensive game in program history.
Busch broke the school record with a
career-high 39 points, and the Warriors
netted an 84-76 victory over Augustana in
their last regular season game.
Busch shot almost perfect, going 14-of16 from the field while knocking down 11
of her 12 attempts from the free throw line.
Her 39 points breaks the previous record
of 36 set by Pat Neder in 1989 against
Bemidji State. Busch also snatched 11
rebounds, tallying her third double-double
of the season and the seventh of her career.

Busch wasn't the only Warrior on fire
offensively. Roelofs added 17 while
collecting three rebounds and dishing out
three assists. Nagle netted 12 points to add
to her 6 rebounds and a team-high four
assists.
Kali Hackmann chipped in eight points
as the Warriors hit 53.6 percent of its shots
on the afternoon. Winona State's 84 points
are also the most it has recorded in a game
this season.
The Warriors raced out to a 14-point
advantage at the half, shooting 56.7
percent to go into the locker room with a
45-31 lead. A trio of Winona State players
recorded double figures in scoring in the
first half, led by Busch's 14.
"Augustana is more of a transition team
that gambles a lot on defense, and we were
able to score a lot of points in the paint,
thanks to Abby Busch, and compliment
it with some timely scores from the
perimeter," Ballard said.
Winona State maintained its large
advantage throughout the early parts of the
second half, increasing its lead to 16 with a
little over 14 minutes left in the game. The
Vikings responded, knotting the game up at
59 with 10:43 to go thanks to a 16-0 run.

Despite Augustana tying the game, the
Vikings weren't able to take the lead, with
Busch and the Warriors finishing enough
plays down the stretch to post the victory.
"Our defensive effort and rebounding
was much better against Augustana and
allowed us to control tempo and stop big
scoring runs," Ballard said. "It may have
been our most complete game of the year,
and our seniors played extremely well."
The Warriors out-rebounded the Vikings
42-23 while claiming a 12-9 lead in the
offensive rebound department.
Winona State (10-16 overall, 6-16 NSIC)
will start postseason play on Wednesday
when it hits the road for the opening round
of the NSIC/Sanford Health Basketball
Tournament.
"To win on the road we must be very
solid with our defense and rebounding
and continue to develop more balance and
consistency on offense," Ballard said.

BY SAM THIEL
sports reporter

sthielll@winona.edu

Oh Canada: how the Olympic Canadians broke our hearts
I
n what had become the final minutes
of a route to a gold medal, the United
States women's Olympic hockey team
looked destined to win it all.
It was reasonable to think that in a few
short but agonizing minutes, the United
States would finally conquer the Great
White North. Decisively, the glint of gold
would be around the necks of the red,
white and blue.
Then the score became 2-1, United
States.
After an American miss on an empty net
and a Canadian goal to send it to overtime
with the less than a minute left, the dream

seemed ultimately lost.
The Americans still had the overtime
period to make up for their struggles,
but the Canadians shot the puck past the
American goalie one last time.
It all vanished: the triumph, the game,
the lead, the gold medals and the history.
The Americans lost their chance to beat
their rival, their neighbor to the north that
seemed to beat them every step of the way.
The Canadians would instead sling
the gold around their necks while the
Americans stood next to them with silver
around theirs.
By a swing of fate, the United States

and Canada would meet again—this time,
in the semi-finals of the Olympic men's
hockey competition.
A few days after the women's blunder,
the men wanted revenge against the
Canadians. This was their chance to at
least knock out the men's team and to get
a medal.
But, in a hard fought game full of
intrigue and close calls, the final score read
1-0, Canada. In the end, the men had to
watch from the sidelines as Canada won
a gold medal while the United States left
with no medal.
The Great White North proved

themselves the better Olympic hockey
team by way of heartbreak and
embarrassment.
In four years, the United States will
look for revenge once again against their
neighbor to the north. The rivalry will
continue in PyeongChang, South Korea.

BY CHRISTIAN SOPKOWIAK
sports reporter

csopkowiakll @winona.edu
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Gymnastics record season high at Best of Minnesota
L

ess than a week after losing their final
home meet by the slightest of margins,
the Winona State University gymnastics
team battled back to place second of four
teams at the Best of Minnesota meet held
Sunday afternoon at the Sports Pavilion at
the University of Minnesota campus.
The Warriors recorded their highest
team score of the season, 184.675, to place
second behind the Division I University
of Minnesota Gopher gymnastics team,
196.150. They were able to beat Hamline,
183.850, who had posted a win the past
Tuesday against the Warriors. Gustavus
Adolphus,175.700, was fourth.
Winona State started its meet off strong
on the uneven bars, where they posted their
season-high event total of 45.875. Danielle
Thenell earned a season-high score of a
9.425 for her routine, which includes a
sky-high Jaeger release move on the high
bar. Thenell edged her way into the top ten
and placed seventh overall. Melanee Pfautz
scored a 9.200 for her routine to place ninth
and also achieved a season best on the bars.
Brooke Baures was 11th overall with a
9.100. Jade Donaldson and Olivia Catellino
tied for 12th, each scoring a 9.075.
Lindsay Mable and Cierra Tomson, both
of Minnesota, scored a 9.800 to share the
first place event title.
In their second rotation on the balance
beam, Baures placed sixth, the highest for
the Warriors with a 9.550, just 0.05 off
her season's best score. This is the sixth
time this season Baures has finished in the
top ten. Cassandra Mello earned a 9.400
and ended up seventh, receiving a season
best for her routine. Donaldson chipped in
with her 9.050 and shared 11th place with
Hamline's Tasha Golding. The Warriors'
beam total was 45.600.
Minnesota's Mable scored a 9.850 and
finished in first place.
On their third event, the floor exercise,
Winona State's event total was 45.850.
Katie Seehusen and Donaldson each scored
a 9.200 for their performances and tied for
11th overall. Brooke Hiestand chipped in
with a 9.175 and finished in 13th place.
Pfautz tied for 14th with Sarah Gardeski of
Hamline. They each scored a 9.150. Mello
tied for 16th with Kalyn Botzet, also of
Hamline, to share the 16th place spot.
Mable won the event easily with a 9.900.
The Warriors finished their competition
on the vault, where the team tied a program
record of 47.350 for their event total. Five
of the six gymnasts in the vault lineup
achieved season bests with their vaults.
Donaldson scored a 9.650 for her laid
out Yurchenko to place seventh overall and
earn herself a season high score. Hiestand
took ninth place, also with a laid out
Yurchenko and scored a 9.550, her season
high. Baures also earned a season best
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with her vault to tie for tenth overall with
Jacklyn Clement of Hamline. They each
scored a 9.450. Pfautz added a 9.375, also
a season best and placed 14th. Mello and
Joanna Reale placed 17th and 18th in the
event. Mello earned a 9.325 for her vault,
and Reale's season high score on vault is
now a 9.300.
Mable swept all the event titles as well as
the all-around title, in which she scored a
combined 39.450.
Donaldson ended her meet third overall
with a season high all-around score of a
36.975. Pfuatz made her all-around season
debut and placed fifth with a 36.425.
On Tuesday, Feb. 18, the Warriors hosted
the final home meet of the season against
Hamline.
After having to count some mistakes on
both the uneven bars and balance beam,
Winona State fell to the Pipers 179.975179.350.
Hiestand and Thenell each claimed an
event title, while other Warrior gymnasts
managed to earn top ten showings for their
routines on multiple events.
Thenell earned a 9.300 for her routine
to claim the event title on the uneven
bars. Pfuatz was second with a 9.100 and
Donaldson was third with an 8.925.
Mello topped the vault lineup with
a 9.400 to place second overall and
Donaldson was third with a 9.375.
Baures posted the team's highest score
on the balance beam with a 9.300 to finish
in second place.
In the final rotation on the floor exercise,
Hiestand tied for first place with Hamline's
Courtney Benson. They each scored a
9.500 for their routines. Veronica Peterson
also chipped in her 9.375 to place third
overall.
Benson finished first in the all around
with a 37.050 and Donaldson was second
with a 35.225.
Heading into the post season, the
Warriors are looking to become the
Wisconsin Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference champions (WIAC).
To prepare for this meet, the Warriors
have been putting in a lot of numbers to
ready themselves for one of their biggest
meets of the year.
"Getting ready for the WIAC
Championship, the team will be doing
routines and owning what we have,"
Hiestand said. "It is a numbers game, and
it is about doing your routines the way you
want to perform them that day at WIAC,"
Hiestand said.
Thenell also said keeping the team
healthy is key to the team during this part
of the season. "Keeping everyone healthy
is also a huge part," she said. "We've had a
couple of injuries and are trying to get key
people back on their events before

Brooke Heistand performs her floor routine Feb. 18.

regionals and keep everyone else healthy."
On March 2, the Warriors will be heading
to the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
for a chance to win the WIAC title against
several other gymnastics teams.
Winona State currently sits in fifth place
overall in conference standings with a 2-2
competition record.
The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
team sits atop the standings with a 5-0
conference record.
Of the eight teams competing, the
top three will move on to compete at
the National Collegiate Gymnastics
Association national meet.

KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN

"We have proven through our top team
totals this year that we do deserve to be
there, but it is a matter of bringing what
we own on the day of championships. I
challenge any team to have as much heart
as our team. We have truly become a
family this year," Hiestand said.

BY KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
sports reporter
kbridenhagenll@winona.edu
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Baseball
head
coach
on
a
role
H
ead coach Kyle Poock has helped
shape Winona State University's
baseball team into the successful program
that it is today.
Poock has been involved in and
surrounded by sports ever since he was a
little boy.
"My dad was a high school basketball
and baseball coach. He was my little league
coach, so I grew up in a gym and on a
field," Poock said.
Poock played basketball and baseball at
Winona State. Here he won three letters in
baseball and two in basketball as well as
leading the basketball team in scoring for
the 1982-83 season.
After graduating from Winona State in
1983 with a bachelor's degree in physical
education, Poock played semi-pro baseball
for the Green Bay Blue Ribbons from
1983-86. He earned the team's MVP award
his first year.
Prior to his head Coaching position,
Poock did a lot of coaching over the years,
which he attributes to his dad as well.
"Ever since I can remember, all I've
wanted to do was coach because of my
dad," Poock said. "I thought it was the
coolest thing there was. I've been fortunate
enough to do the same type of thing as
him."
Poock said that he has coached
everything from professional baseball to
T-ball.
"I started coaching T-ball in my
hometown when I was 14 years old,"

Poock said. "So I've been coaching along
the lines of 39 years total."
Poock taught and coached at multiple
high schools for over five years and was
an assistant coach at Wisconsin-Stevens
Point for three years, which included the
American Legion team for two years.
In 1997 Poock earned a master's degree
in physical education from Winona State
and was an assistant coach for the Warriors'
baseball team for nine seasons.
While he was an assistant coach, the
team won five NSIC regular season
championships and the NSIC Tournament
Championships in 1998 and 2000.
In May 2002, Poock was named head
coach for the Winona State baseball team
and has produced winning seasons ever
since.
While under Poock's head coaching,
the Warriors have had ten consecutive
appearances in the NSIC Tournament. They
have also been to the NCAA Regional
Tournament four times.
In 2011, the Warriors had one of the best
seasons in history, with an overall record of
42-18. That year, Winona State played in
the NCAA Central Region Championship
and made it to the NCAA Division II
National Championship for the first time
in the program's history. At the National
Championship game, the Warriors won
their first three games of the tournament.
Poock contributes the Warriors' success
in 2011 to the team's hard work and
dedication.

"We had some seniors on that team that
you just knew it was going to be their
year," Poock said.
Poock has recruited and coached some
of the top baseball players in the nation
over the years, seven of which earned
all-conference selections and other titles
such as National Player of the Year, AilAmerican and Newcomer of the Year.
On March 6, 2013 Poock reached
300 career wins after beating a ranked
Grand Valley State team. He and the
team set yearly goals that contribute to
accomplishments like this.
"If you accomplish the goals you set and
you coach long enough, you're going to
reach some of those milestones," Poock
said. "We've had a lot of really great
players, and that's the biggest reason for
these career wins."
Poock also said the combination of his
knowledge of the basics of baseball and
the importance of having fun have played a
large role in his coaching success.
"I like to make sure that we have fun
playing," Poock said. "The reason that I
had played for so many years is because
it was always fun, so I try to keep that
atmosphere as a coach."
Not only is Poock the head baseball
coach at Winona State, he is also an
assistant professor in the department of
health and human performance.
In addition he is currently a member
of the American Baseball Coaches
Association

Head coach Kyle Poock.

WSU ATHLETICS

Division II Baseball Central Region
Committee.
Given Poock's success as a coach over
the years and the passion he has for the
game, we can predict nothing less than
another successful baseball season for the
Warriors.

BY ALLISON MUELLER
sports reporter

amuellerl 2@winona.edu

Track and field splits weekend between two meets
T

he Winona State University track and field team spent
the weekend split in two locations. The 4x400 meter
relay team was at the University of Minnesota competing
in the Parents Day Open, while the other athletes competed
in the Wisconsin-La Crosse Dual.
The Warrior 4x400 relay continued to make school
history and improve their NCAA provisional mark, which
they set last weekend in Mankato.
The relay team is made up of Katie Bagley, Kelsey
Bethke, Taylor Vogel and Catherine Whitcomb. They
posted a time of 3:49.46, just 0.03 behind a school record
that was set last year as well as 0.03 behind first-place
University of Mary.
The Warrior 4x400 relay team had the sixth fastest time
in the nation heading into the meet at the University of
Minnesota.
"Last year's and this year's team is probably the best
we've ever had," Rebarchek said.
The athletes are either looking to improve in their event
or going for a seat on the bus to the conference meet, he
said. Rebarchek added that it's mostly freshmen who are
on the bubble.
Those freshmen and their Warrior teammates competed
at the Wisconsin La Crosse Dual in La Crosse, Wis. on

18*Sports

Feb. 21. The Warriors won three events and earned another
NCAA provisional qualifying mark.
Elisa Kupferschmid posted one of the three Warrior
victories. Kupferschmid totaled a distance of 17.44 to
clinch the weighted throw. Another Warrior victory came
in throwing from Paige Garriga, who totaled a distance of
13.22 meters in her respective event.
The 4x400 meter relay team, made up of Lizzie Bartow,
Ali Skluzacek, Megan Seidl and Madeline Tompach,
posted a time of4:04.89 to round out the Warrior victories.
Hannah Mueller posted an NCAA provisional qualifying
mark in long jump. Mueller totaled a distance of 5.67
meters to earn her the mark and second place in the event.
Warrior underclassmen secured three of the top-four
spots in the triple jump.
Annie Wienrich led the way by finishing second, totaling
a distance of 11.01 meters.
Andrea Bartz followed with a distance of 11 meters, and
Haley Reinke rounded out the top four with a distance of
10.40 meters.
Freshmen Alyssa Weiler and Reagan Johnson also
cracked the top four in the high jump. Weiler totaled a
distance of 1.59 meters to earn third, and Johnson took
fourth with a distance of 1.54 meters.

"This is the most freshmen we've had, and it has been
going great," said Rebarchek. According to Rebarchek, the
freshmen are the healthiest they have been this year. He
attributes that to his staff's ability of knowing when to give
breaks and when to push their athletes.
"I was worried about my health during the latter part of
the season, but I am 100 percent," Weiler said.
The Warriors will travel to Bemidji, Minn, to compete
in the NSIC Indoor Track and Field Championship. The
NSIC has three teams ranked in the top 25.
Augustana is the highest ranked NSIC team, coming
in at 12th. The Vikings are followed by the University of
Minnesota-Duluth and Wayne State, who are ranked 22nd
and 24th respectively.
The conference meet begins Friday, Feb. 28, and wraps
up Saturday, March 1.

BYTJ LEVERENTZ
sports reporter

tleverentzl 2@winona.edu
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Warriors end regular season 23-6 overall
T

he Winona State University men's basketball team
concluded the regular season with one win and one
loss over the weekend.
Friday night, the Warriors used solid production from the
entire team to take down Wayne State 75-57. The Warriors
jumped ahead 38-26 in the opening half, paced by Kellen
Taylor's eight points and eight rebounds.
The Warrior defense in the first half held Wayne State
to a shooting percentage of 28. Not ready to ease up on
Wayne State, the Warriors played well in the second half to
end any chance of a Wayne State comeback.
The Warriors never lost their double-digit lead, while
leading by as many as 24 points with under five minutes
left to play. As a team, the Warriors shot 44 percent with
four Warriors reaching double-digit scoring led by Riley
Bambenek's 15 points.
Taylor notched his ninth double-double of the season
with 13 points and 12 rebounds while going 3-6 from the
field and 7-8 from the free throw line. Joining Taylor and
Bambenek with double-digit points were Josh Mongan,
who scored a career-high 13 points, and Mark Blacklock,
who added ten points of his own.
On defense the Warriors held Wayne State to a 35.8
shooting percentage and recorded seven blocked shots
on the night. Following the game, the Warriors had a
23-5 overall record and an 18-3 record in the NSIC. The
Warriors remained tied with Minnesota State for first place
in the NSIC. The 23 Warrior victories also tied the 1972-73
Warriors for the eight most wins in school history.
In the regular season finale the Warriors faced
Augustana. Despite a close game throughout, the Warriors
could not end the season on a winning note, dropping the
game by a score of 79-70.
A 33-27 lead at the half was slowly taken down by
Augustana in the second. With under ten minutes left to
play, Augustana took a 51-49 lead. In the last ten minutes
of the game there were five lead changes and four ties, the
last of which occurred when Bambenek connected on a
layup with two minutes remaining. From there, Augustana
responded by scoring the next eight points to build a lead
the Warriors could not come back from.
The Warrior defense recorded 11 steals as a team with
Bambenek and Conrad Masberg each taking four steals.
On offense the Warriors were led by Bambenek who led
both the Warriors and all scorers with 22 points, his ninth
20-point performance of the season.
The Warriors had only one other player reach doubledigit points with Blacklock scoring ten points while
also snagging seven rebounds. Also adding to the
Warriors' offense were Taylor's nine point eight-rebound
performance and both Kyle Bauman and Isaiah Gray, each
contributing eight points.
As a team the Warriors shot 43 percent from the floor,
but struggled mightily from beyond the arc, going just
5-23 from 3-point range. Augustana shot 42 percent from
3-point range and 45 percent from the floor overall.
The Warriors ended the regular season with a 23-6
overall record and an 18-4 record in the NSIC. The
Warriors will return to action with the first postseason
game today, in Winona, hosting Minot State.

Riley Bambenek goes in for a shot against Augustana.
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Jade Donaldson competes on the vault against Hamline in Winona Feb. 18.
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